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BEAR CREEK ZIPLINE
KETCHIKAN • ALASKA

Enter the Bear Creek fly zone! This is the eco- adventure
for those seeking excitement and exhilaration! The
course built in the rainforest canopy includes a series of
dual cable ziplines, A laska’s longest sky bridge and a
Teflon coated mountain slide. Begin this adventure with
a ride up a steep hillside in a custom 4x4 Mercedes
Unimog vehicle where you will be outfitted in state- ofthe- art- equipment before learning the art of zipping.
Experience the panoramic ocean, forest and mountain
views of Herring Cove. The rainforest reserve is located
eight miles out of K etchikan and is full of large Hemlock,
Spruce and Cedar stands. From the final platform, you
will rappel to the forest floor before zooming down a
250 foot mountain slide! Board the Unimog for a forest
descent to the base camp. It is here you will be served
a light snack and awarded a custom cast medal for
achievement! View your photograph in the general store
before your return transfer to downtown K etchikan.

Ziplines and Mountain Slide


Experience the 8 mile coastal drive & then the
mountain ascent in a 4 x 4 vehicle!



Zip over 7 dual- cable ziplines & 1 long sky bridge!



Discover Herring Cove from 9 lofty tree platforms!



Rappel from the final platform to the forest floor!



Zoom down the 250 foot mountain slide!



Tour length is 3 hours and 30
minutes including transfers.

Notes: Weight limitation is
between 70 – 250 lbs. Minimum
height requirement is 50 inches.
Full use of limbs required.
Pregnant women, guests with
injuries or seizure disorders not
allowed. Waiver required. Minors
must be accompanied by an adult.
Close toed shoes and long pants
recommended. Rain jacket will be
provided.

